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Sketchbook adventures 
Prompt 14: Thank you – Creating custom cards and notes

Every afternoon around 3:30, three things happen. 
1. I realize that the day is nearly over and I still have a billion things on my to-do list. 
2. I revise my to-do list and push things to the following day. 
3. My dog begins barking as if there’s a gang of bandits outside whose main goal in life is to terrify Chihuahuas. 

As much as I appreciate my dog’s protective instinct to alert me when someone is at the door, I also wish that she was a bit more selective. Sometimes I’ll rush to the door only to 
find that it’s just our neighbor on an afternoon walk on the OTHER side of the street or sometimes there’s no one at all. But every afternoon at around 3:30 I know what that bark is 
for: our postal carrier. We’ve had the same postal carrier for nearly five years, but much like the neighbor (who walks down our street daily) my dog seems to have no recollection 
of him. I like to think that my dog knows how I feel about the mail and is just as mad as I am that it’s pretty much always junk mail and bills and that’s why she’s barking. But it’s 
more likely that she just can’t stand a man in a uniform and has a bad memory. 

I remember being a kid and getting so excited when the mail would come. My mom would let me go through it and put in piles. The junk mail was my pile. I’d spend way too long 
reading every word in the bargain mailer about deals on oil changes and pretending that it was mail for me. It made me feel important and special to imagine that someone would 
send something to me! I fantasized about where the mailers were printed and who designed them and more importantly, where they were sent from. I was obsessed with France and 
often I imagined that Jiffy Lube’s corporate office was in Paris and that this coupon mailer had traveled across oceans to get to me. 

These days I don’t have the time to make up lengthy stories about junk mail senders and those coupon books don’t even make it into the house (I toss them in the recycling bin on 
my way in). BUT every once in a while as I’m flipping through 2-for-1 pizza offers, utility bills and magazine subscription renewal offers, I get super excited because there will be 
an actual letter in my mailbox. Don’t get me wrong, I totally love getting Evites to baby showers and heartfelt notes of gratitude in my email inbox, but there’s something so special 
about getting an actual thank you note or invitation in the mail. I really get excited if it’s an actual letter that’s hand written. I’m lucky to have creative friends that still long for and 
appreciate the days when letter writing was the way you showed someone that you were thinking about them. Just the other day I got a thank you note from a friend. Each line was 
hand written in a different colored pen. She could have sent me an email but taking the time to actually hand write her sentiments, address it, put postage on it and get it in the mail 
was awesome. I read the note several times and put on my fridge. 

For this prompt, create a page in your sketchbook that you will then rip out and send to someone. It can be an invitation, letter, thank you note or just a card to let them know that 
they are in your thoughts. If you do create an invitation, feel free to photocopy it and send it everyone on your guest list but I urge you to hand write the information on the inside. It 
will take some time, but think of the awesome feeling the recipients will get when their dogs annoyingly start barking and they go to their mailboxes to find your precious handmade 
artwork there.  

*The first example is a holiday card I copied and sent out a few years ago and the second is a note I sent to my husband when he was feeling down.
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